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Value-added measurement
or modelling (VAM)
Summary
This discussion paper reviews the policy
instrument of value-added measurement
or modelling (VAM) and the implications the
instrument has for teaching and learning
in a global context. VAM is based on the
assumption that it is possible to create
adequately complex statistical models that
capture the essential and universal factors
in what makes some schools and teachers
the complexity of education, teaching and
learning.
VAM is related to some of the dominant
trends in education policy globally, and the
origins and spread of the policy instrument
should be understood within the context

remain cautious towards the use of VAM,
instrument.
The paper unfolds the debates and critique
raised against VAM. After a brief account
of the origins, basic ideas and current use
of VAM globally, four particular concerns
related to VAM are discussed:
1) a technical critique of the statistical
modelling underlying VAM;
2) a broader critique on the constitutive
objectives;
3) the side-lining of teachers in the debate
on evaluation of school and teacher
performance; and
4) the promotion of VAM by private
enterprises and major development
agencies in low- and middle income
countries.

movement in education research, policy
and practice. VAM is currently incorporated
into market-based teacher accountability
systems in a number of countries. While in
the US the use of VAM as a policy instrument
to evaluate schools and teachers has

paper points out that the promises of VAM

years, most other high-income countries

reliability, validity, bias, and fairness. The
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assessment of schools, heads and teachers,
misdirection of resources, and the provision
of misleading information to the public,
parents and students. However, politically
the reductionism of VAM has proved to
hunt for headlines and the prospects for

endorsement of VAM is being invoked as a
means to raise school and teacher quality
in spite of the lack of supportive evidence
and the extensive critique raised against the
instrument.

On the basis of literature reviews,
the paper points out that the alleged
promises of VAM are undermined
by deep flaws in terms of reliability,
validity, bias, and fairness

Value added measurement in education
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VAM, teacher unions should be aware of the
characteristics of the policy instrument. This
is of particular importance for education
systems in low-income countries. They

are likely to be vulnerable in the coming
years as a combination of tied assistance
from international donors and market

When Horace Mann (1848) heralded
successful in setting an agenda for education
paradigm is fundamentally positive in its
outlook, dispensing with what some might
see as a structuralist determinism of the
past in asserting that schools and teachers
background and contextual characteristics of
students.

distinctive hope based on a belief in progress
through measurement, rational choice and
management of incentives. Maximising the

19th century he did so in a very particular
context. Today, there is research consensus
that there is only so much that education
can do in terms of ensuring equality of
educational opportunities. While teachers
be understood within the context that ever
factors beyond the control of schools and
teachers have been found to be much more
important for student outcomes.
Therefore, it appears misleading when the

contribute to equality of opportunities, and
extent aspires to shake up the social fabric
and its inherited patterns of privilege.

(...) labelling education as the
great equaliser comes across as a
politics of distraction or, perhaps,
resignation
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power of education can only be welcomed,
discussed and tried out. Much of the
resulting political and public attention
directed towards education is positive.
taken too far. When this happens, the politics
of hope verge into a politics of distraction.

tax planning by global corporations to take
advantage of national tax regimes, and
widespread dismantlement of welfare states,
labelling education as the great equaliser
comes across as a politics of distraction or,
perhaps, resignation (Figazzolo and Harris
This discussion paper concerns the statistical
policy instruments known as value-added
measurement or modelling (VAM), a child of
by now a considerable literature on VAM, its
applications and limitations in the evaluation
there is criticism, also among researchers
specialising in the instruments.

VAM has been in the spotlight also in
teacher feedback and appraisal systems
noted that VAM has raised serious concerns
among teachers and their unions, especially
in the US, where VAM has increasingly
been incorporated into the evaluation of
teachers. The critique includes that the
calculated VAM scores are highly unstable
and unpredictable, and this means that
the following year with a high associated
risk for unfair measures taken towards
that by tying the perception of school and
standardised tests, the use of VAM promotes
a culture of competitiveness among teachers
centred on teaching to standardised tests
addition, the incorporation of VAM into
evaluation frameworks might discourage
teachers from wanting to work in schools
with more disadvantaged students.

(...) VAM sidelines educators from
having a voice in the preparation
of school and teacher evaluation
frameworks. VAM closes down the
debate on education
The paper unfolds the critical debates on
VAM shows that the high hopes attached
to education may turn into misdirected
a trail of distorting noise in the system and
among its users and the public. Schools and
teacher evaluation frameworks should be

proportionate and tempered by the fact that
there are indeed limitations to how much
Moreover, the use of VAM side-lines
educators from having a voice in the
preparation of school and teacher evaluation
frameworks. VAM closes down the debate on
education rather than opens it up.
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Therefore, it seems reasonable to suggest
that VAM – in direct opposition to the
original intentions – undercuts innovation
VAM is incorporated into market-based
accountability systems operating according
to a Fordist mode of production, there
is a real risk that the eternal quest for
raising standards hollow out the meaning
of education as an individual pursuit and
collective good.
the origins, basic ideas and current use of
VAM globally. Subsequently, four particular
concerns related to VAM are discussed in
separate sections:
1) a technical critique of the statistical
modelling underlying VAM;
2) a broader critique on the constitutive
objectives;
3) the side-lining of teachers in the debate
on evaluation of school and teacher
performance; and
4) the promotion of VAM by private
enterprises and major development
agencies in low- and middle income
countries.

VAM and the search for the teacher effect
ways started out with a progressive vision to
address inequality of educational outcomes
and school segregation (see for example
Rutter et al. 1979). The associated debate
on VAM has been going on since the 1970s,
emerged and gradually came to set the
research agenda on educational issues.
Spurred on by human capital theory, the
research and political interest in the returns
of the investment in the education sector
decades and in accordance with the rise of
new public management, student attainment

has gradually become the touchstone for
assessing and comparing the performance
of schools and teachers (Normand 2008).
This raised the issues of how schools
compare when their student intakes have
similar background characteristics, and how
the socio-economic background of their
student intakes.
to judging school and teacher performance
appeared a perfectly reasonable idea.
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Normand 2008).

Underlying VAM are thus the notions of

to complex issues, and those solutions

value in terms of student attainment in
standardised tests over a period of time.

to the discipline of economics. Like other
public policy sectors, education has been

researchers have since the 1970s developed
sophisticated statistical models with the
objective to identify school and teacher

with its objective to unify thought by
providing a language that can be used
to understand a wide range of social
phenomena (Fourcade et al. 2014; Lazear
2000).

claim that while much of the variation in
school outcomes is due to school intake
unexplained by student intake - the so-called
residual variation – shows that schools and
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and characteristics, schools and teachers
were to be judged by the progress that their
students make during attendance at the

Wilcox 1995; Hanushek 1971; Hanushek
1979; Hanushek 2011; Hanushek and
Rivkin 2010; Kane et al. 2014; Kyriakides,
2008; Meyer 1997; Sanders and Horn 1998;
Woessmann 2011).

Politically, school effectiveness
research has two appealing
features: it offers solutions to
complex issues, and those solutions
appear technical, scientific and
based on ‘objective’ results. These
features owe much to the discipline
of economics

VAM appears superior to raw attainment
score models, but this does not imply that

Is the variation in school
outcomes unexplained by student
background just the messy stuff left
over by the process of analysis?
Or is it large enough, robust and
invariant enough over time, to be
accounted a school ‘effect’?

#VAMboozled

Can we promote, reward and
reprimand schools and teachers on
this basis?
(Citation from Gorard 2010, p.746)

However, the variation among teachers
accounts for a small part of the variation in
the extent to which the focus of much
educational research has turned to attempts

4
This should be understood within the
context of the embrace of the school
educational research, policy and practice

procedures of testing and revising refutable
theories. The economic outlook is narrowing
by design, seeking to strip away complexity
to identify what is essential. However,
abstract modeling comes at a price because
when the simplifying assumptions are
taken too far, it might undercut the analysis
and narrow the focus of the researcher.
neglects larger features of the problem at
between abstract modeling and allowing
for complexity sums up many of the issues
related to VAM, and we will turn to these
further below.

VAM, GERM and the geographical spread of VAM
VAM is closely related to what Sahlberg
(2011) has termed the Global Educational
Reform Movement
the 1980s has radically altered education
sectors throughout the world with an
agenda of evidence-based policy based

donors, venture philanthropy and major

educational market places, with central
authorities exercising ‘steering from a
the centralised formulation of objectives
and standards, and monitoring of data, with
the decentralisation to schools concerning
decisions around how they seek to meet
standards and maximise performance in
their day-to-day running.
Sahlberg (2011) puts forward a critique of

focus on performance leading to a
narrowing of the curriculum, undermining
cooperation in and between schools, and
de-motivating teachers and students in the
process. Ultimately, Sahlberg asserts that
innovation it was meant to further.
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be criticised for being somewhat general, it
provides a powerful lens for examining more
closely the clusters of policies in place in
detail below that the use of VAM indeed
that the use of VAM in school and teacher
evaluation frameworks promotes a most
unhelpful short-termism in educational
policy and practice that distracts debate
from the real issues and hinders long-term
VAM being directly tied to the evaluation of
schools and teachers has mainly taken place

as an integral part of a cluster of policies
seeking to create market mechanisms
and encourage customer behaviour in the
education sector, including centralisation
of educational objectives, curriculum and
assessment frameworks, school choice,
publication of attainment scores and school
league tables, and decentralisation of budget
decisions to schools (Holloway-Libell and
along these lines has had immense negative
implications for educators and their
unions in terms of de-professionalisation,
performance-related pay, and fragmenting
Robertson 2000).
The US warrants particular attention.
had been adopted in 44 states and
locations, VAM scores feed into the
evaluation of individual head teachers
and teachers and thus have direct
consequences for them, in terms of
advancement, pay, and termination of
are in some instances incorporated
into the evaluation of teacher training
The large-scale practical application
of VAM in the US is a relatively recent
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development which has gained momentum
evaluations were traditionally the purview
of the district, with states being reluctant
states required teacher evaluations to be
tied to student achievement, and in 1996
only 12 percent of public school teachers

Finally, it is remarkable that the American
Statistical Association (ASA 2014) and
trenchancy of VAM in the US by issuing
use of the policy instrument.

test scores were used to evaluate their
managerialism that asserts increased
However, prompted by more recent federal

in history evaluating teachers by methods
that are up to 50% based on their VAM
These initiatives have proved extremely
controversial among educators across the
US (Tareen 2012).

It is remarkable that the American
Statistical Association and American
Educational Research Association
have responded to the political
trenchancy of VAM in the US by
issuing statements calling for more
reflection in the use of the policy
instrument
Across the US, there is a range of VAM
models in use, and every state or district
has their own unique system. This means
when based on exactly the same data. For
some years, the most widely used has been

#VAMboozled
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grants program, many states, school districts,

the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment
System (TVAAS) where it was also initially

to be related to the issue of performance
monitoring in public services and league
tables as the preferred means of ensuring
public accountability and providing users
with information to inform choice (Foley and
School league tables have been published

models been incorporated into the UK

(2016-). These changes in headline measures
for school progress and the associated
use of VAM are not least motivated by
forthcoming).

exceptions in how far VAM as a policy
of the world, considerable caution has
been exercised towards adopting VAM as
a policy instrument for school and teacher
evaluation.

Sanders and Horn, 1998).
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Foundation, applied VAM and subsequently
advocated the use of VAM as a component

predict future achievement gains (Kane et al.

paradigm being accommodated on a
global scale, VAM has also been on the
research and policy agenda elsewhere.
With the thickening of global education
governance, VAM might in particular be
promoted for public accountability as well
as business purposes in low and middle
income countries by aid agencies and private
enterprises.

system has been subject to one of the
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research interest in calculating VAM scores
2014).
Moreover, varieties of VAM focusing on
expected student exam scores at school level
have been put in place in some countries.
For example, in the Nordic countries of
introduced a socio-economic reference
in the publication of school results that
allows for the comparison between actual
school performance and expected school
performance considering the contextual
gender, and student origin (Ministeriet for
material has been used for publishing school
league tables on the basis of a so-called
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background report prepared by the US

teachers and hence representing a shift
towards holding all levels of the education
system accountable for student achievement

several projects on teachers in development
teacher performance with evaluation
frameworks, pay and career advancement
caution is hence exercised in the suggestion
that VAM could be incorporated in teacher
evaluation frameworks despite the fact that
it is recognised that the policy instrument is
Moreover, in the current context of the UN
the renewed global focus on measurement

p.82).

Various measures of teacher performance

2015).
one of the major catalysts of the school
its peer review activities and survey and

funded policy actors, the latest decade has
seen the rise of private consultancies as

great interest in teachers and exercise
organisation collecting information from its
the use of VAM in the education sector in
2005, 2008, 2009, 2013a, 2013b). The
general caution shown towards the use of
VAM in evaluation frameworks for schools
and teachers is remarkable. Treading
describing the widespread endorsement
pp.35-36) symptomatically, on the one hand,
endorsed VAM as a valuable component of
teacher evaluation frameworks and present
model examples from the US, while on the
other hand advocated caution by suggesting
that VAM is more relevant for wholeschool evaluations and that VAM should
not be used as a sole measure of teacher
performance.

The World Bank is more
strident than the OECD in its
suggestions linking teacher
performance with evaluation
frameworks, pay and career
advancement (World Bank,
2011; 2012, pp.34-36)
Less caution is hence exercised
in the suggestion that VAM
could be incorporated in
teacher evaluation frameworks
despite the fact that it is
recognised that the policy
instrument is flawed (World
Bank 2012, p.29)
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considerable eclecticism in construing
evidence meant to support sweeping claims
1

Section
headline
inspired by
the blog
VAMboozled.
com edited
by Audrey
Amrein-

input from some of the most prominent

a global education company (Hogan et
teachers commands vigilance particularly
in low-income countries. The reports from

critique).
Finally, we do not yet know much about
assist school development in low and middle
income countries by promoting VAM as part
calls for research into the mapping of such
initiatives and the conditions that enable this
2015).
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Technical critique of the VAM bamboozle 1

However, the research literature points out
a wide range of issues related to the validity

learning over a period of time on the basis
of standardised test scores. VAM is thus
a family of statistical models that typically
use a form of regression model predicting
student scores or growth on standardized
tests from background variables (including
prior test scores), and, possibly, student
and school characteristics. The output is
a set of estimates of value-added scores,
one for each teacher or school, purporting

2011; Haertel 2013; Hoyle and Robinson

students have high achievement growth
relative to other students with similar prior
achievement, then the teacher will have a

VAM involves the ambition to create
adequately complex statistical models that
capture the essential and universal factors
in what makes some schools and teachers
the complexity of education, teaching and
learning.

there is a variety of VAM models.
Their common characteristic is that
they (...) seek to calculate a measure
of change, the ‘added value’, to
student learning over a period of
time on the basis of standardised test
scores
The format of this paper does not allow for
in-depth discussion of all issues but this
section provides a brief overview of the main

8

VAM needs to be introduced in more detail
as a policy instrument based on statistical
modelling.
Their common characteristic is that they
for the purpose of raising the quality of
education seek to calculate a measure

between the following varieties of VAM
models:
based or mean gain models, which
derived from subtracting previous scores
from current scores on tests;
2. Transition-based models, or categorical
models, which compute aggregate
changes in performance categories over
a period of 2 or more years;
3. Student growth percentiles–based
models, which answer the question
“What is the percentile rank of a
to students with similar previous test
score is then calculated as the median or
mean percentiles aggregated across her
or his students;
4. Value-added measures–based models
(VAM), which establish an expected
current test score for students based

on test scores from previous years,
along with (possibly) other demographic
characteristics of the student, classroom,
and the school in attempting to account
for the impact of factors beyond student

generally also to the publication of league
tables, ranking individuals or organizational
units, which tend to be produced on a yearly

www.ei-ie.org
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impact.
The basic characteristics of these various
acknowledge these as much of the critique
of VAM is related to them.

remarkable how seriously VAM has been
taken by researchers and governments
since VAM scores are “useless or worse than
useless” (p.7) with current datasets. They

First, since VAM is based on standardised

VAM does not explain anything.
VAM examines correlations
and not causality. This means
that positive or negative effects
attributed to a teacher may have
been caused by other factors not
captured in the VAM model
test scores, VAM does not directly measure
potential teacher contributions toward other
student outcomes. Second, VAM does not
explain anything. VAM examines correlations
and not causality. This means that positive
may have been caused by other factors not
that while VAM scores can be claimed to
identify areas where improvement is needed,
they do not provide information on how to
go about it (ASA 2014).
The critique most commonly raised against
the VAM scores for schools and teachers
are unstable and unpredictable. This
goes against the assumptions of VAM and
undermines the claims of validity attached to
the scores.
associated with the distinct short-termism
of evaluation procedures in many of the
locations where the policy instrument
pointed out in their authoritative review
of performance monitoring in public
services there is a “clear tension between the
aim of performance monitoring to identify
contemporary competence among practitioners
or institutions and statistical potential to do so.”
of observation would provide a better basis
common practice of comparing most recent
from last year, might be very misleading

following way:
population is used to predict the
subsequent test score of each student.
and observed test result is understood
as a residual.
• The averaged residuals for each school

school is performing about as well as can
be expected,
that the school does better than
expected.

curriculum, leadership and resources
remain similar over time. However, based
on their analysis of the contextualised
This
value-added scores (the VAM model

means that
VAM scores are
misleading for
parents and
students as a
(2013) show that VAM scores are
basis for school
very unstable over time. The VAM
choice and useless
scores do therefore not represent a
consistent characteristic of schools,
as a component
and they cannot be relied upon as a
in evaluation
frameworks and
means that VAM scores are misleading
policy decisions in
for parents and students as a basis
general
for school choice and useless as a
component in evaluation frameworks
and policy decisions in general.

quality of student records is imperative in
VAM because missing data creates an initial
error component of inaccuracy and bias
that cannot be adjusted for statistically. The
risk for missing data is further raised with
attempts to consider social complexity in the
form of student background characteristics
and contextual variables.

9

Moreover, the creation of standardised tests
that can serve as a basis for valid, reliable
and comparable attainment scores has
that standardised testing in the US vary in
the degree to which they fully capture the
target constructs, as well as in their levels
of precision across the range of reported
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tests in the US measure only grade-level
standards without including items needed to
measure growth for students who perform
well below or above grade level. This is a
fundamental issue because it means that
VAM models cannot fully account for the

We might summarise the limitations of VAM
as a statistical tool in four points:
1. VAM scores are disproportionately made
up of relative error terms. All initial errors
compounding measurement errors to
generate a far higher level of error in the
residuals.
on the invalid assumption that errors
in the data are random in nature and
hence can be estimated by statistical
techniques.
3. VAM are not as fair as they are claimed
to be due to their dependence on the
raw-scores that have been rejected as a

The latter point is driven home by the fact
were based on calculations supposed to
be accurate to at least four decimal places.
decimal places are thus multiplied with
(2010, p.752) labels such calculations as
enough to justify this kind of procedure (see
table 1 on page 11).
At this stage, it appears relevant to quote
“No statistical manipulation
can assure fair comparisons of
teachers working in very different
schools, with very different
students, under very different
conditions.”
Most of the critical points above are included
in the statements from ASA (2014) and
associations call for the fundamental
reconsideration of VAM and its uses as a
policy instrument in the evaluation of schools
technical limitations in actually capturing the
complexity of what makes some schools and
student attainment in tests.
Referring to the US context, the ASA

long-winded calculation, VAM scores
lack criterion-related validity. VAM

Gorard labels such
calculations as “pseudoquantification of the worst
kind” because the initial
figures are not accurate
enough to sustain this kind
of procedure
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as a measure of school or teacher
referent or standard scale to judge them
words, there is nothing to calibrate VAM
scores with as we cannot compare them
against anything except themselves

VAM scores with evaluation frameworks
might potentially lead to unfair treatment
of teachers and leaders in terms of
advancement, compensation, and
termination. Moreover, due to the risks for
bias resources may be misdirected, and
the educational system as a whole can be
degraded. Ranking teachers by their VAM
scores can have unintended consequences
Moreover, the use of VAM presents
additional substantial challenges in the
evaluation of principals and nonteaching
further compounded when used to compare
programs based on the aggregation of

We should also note the critique of one
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+0.3807 * (the squared school average KS2 score)
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+1.396 * (KS2 English points - school average KS2 score)

average KS2 score)2 + 4.93 * school average KS2 score)

+ 1.962 * cohort average KS2 score

community with a direct stake in the policy
Jesse Rothstein points out many of the
conclusions on the relevance of VAM and
the weight given to student performance in
teacher evaluation framework (between 3350 percent) do not appear to be supported
by the data but predetermined and a matter
of judgement (Rothstein 2011; Rothstein and
Mathis 2013).
However, given the overwhelming critique
it is remarkable that the US professional

VAM, with more rigid demands for data
These are presented as a series of ‘technical

rigidity of the institutional regime and the
distinctive rationality driving it.

Both of them call for the
fundamental reconsideration
of VAM and its uses as a policy
instrument in the evaluation of
schools and teachers due to their
scientific and technical limitations
in actually capturing the
complexity of what makes some
schools and teachers ‘better’ than
others, as measured by student
attainment in tests
11

paradigm and VAM as an ‘institutional
sustained over time by groups of researchers
and policy-makers, we might understand

Hitting the targets but missing the point:
the constitutive effects of VAM 2
This section focuses on the wider
implications of VAM for teaching and learning
and the students and parents engaging
with schools. VAM is not merely a statistical
tool adopted for the evaluation of schools
and teachers. Like any policy instrument,
the incorporation of VAM as a component
in evaluation frameworks cannot help but

2

The phrase ‘hitting the targets
piece (2016)

experience of the uses of VAM resonates
with the technical critique. Teachers and
school leaders in the US thus report that
therefore of very limited use for evaluation,
for making instructional decisions, or
identifying potential areas for professional

and teachers and the direct consequences
in terms of feedback and appraisal, rewards
and punishment. Ultimately, the use of VAM
might have implications for how quality
in education, teaching and learning is
understood, as well as the role of education
in society.
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2015; Jiang et al. 2015).

This means that while VAM scores are used
by politicians, researchers and educators to
show that targets are being met, the point
of the larger endeavour could be entirely
missed or undermined.

VAM have multiple implications for teachers
and school leaders when incorporated
this means that they are being rewarded
or punished on the basis of unstable and
unpredictable evidence. For schools, VAM
scores tend to be used to determine funding
allocations and potentially threaten them
with closure. Moreover, the administrative
burden of trying to making sense of and
responding to VAM scores puts teachers and
school leaders under pressure to work more
hours, meaning that there is less time for
Howard and Wood 2013).

being discrete to VAM. As noted earlier,
where VAM has been adopted as a policy
instrument, it forms part of a cluster of
policies that mutually sustain each other,
usually for the purpose of entrenching
market-based accountability systems in the
education sector.
Figazzolo (2013) pointed out some of the

#VAMboozled

promotion of a culture of competitiveness
in school life, more teaching to standardised
tests, and narrowing of the curriculum.

literature as well as commentary such as that
of the most prominent and outspoken critics
of VAM.
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the uses of VAM resonates with the technical
VAM inaccurate and biased and therefore of
very limited use for evaluation, for making
instructional decisions, or identifying
potential areas for professional development
2015).

are among those working most hours and
spending most time on administrative tasks
2014, pp.387-388).
impact on the behaviours and practices of
teachers and school leaders. So far little
research has been undertaken on such
issues, but what we know is that the use of
VAM does not appear to serve educative
objectives:
encourages schools and teachers to
prepare students for tests and focus
on what is assessed and feed into the
VAM scores, and to neglect those parts
sense, VAM is associated with a narrow
understanding of what education is for.
• Teachers are prompted to adopt the
VAM-centred strategy of targeting
instruction towards those students most
likely to show growth.
• The uses of VAM further a competitive
school environment, discourage
collaboration between teachers and

In terms of the curriculum, VAM
encourages schools and teachers
to prepare students for tests and
focus on what is assessed and feed
into the VAM scores, and to neglect
those parts of the curriculum that
are not
improve the educational system as a
Hammond 2015; Jiang et al. 2015).

degree a respectable statement given that
there is not any available evidence on such
short period that VAM has been in use,
and moreover it would be non-sensical to
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policies are part of larger policy clusters.
However, taking the amount of critique
account, it appears highly unlikely that VAM
would make any positive contribution to the
quality of teaching or the teacher workforce

perception of VAM among educators is most
and seemingly random VAM application,
for example the practice that a majority of
the vast majority of teachers are excluded
from VAM because only teachers working
with students in subjects that involve
standardised testing are typically included
in the models. This has led many states to
attribute a school-level value-added score
to the non-tested grade level and content
area teachers. This egregious practice fails

unwarranted, we might ask who would like to
enter a profession where random noise from
misguided statistical tools feeds into the
evaluation of you and your workplace?
Finally, the existing evidence points to the
VAM furthers educational inequalities and
VAM models are unable to fully account

students nor contain any useful information
al. 2015; Jordan 2013).

recruitment.
More generally, we might ask what the
teacher quality and the attractiveness of the
pertinent questions:
1. How might VAM help in changing the
supply of people who opt to pursue a
teaching career and are selected into the
labour market?
of those currently teaching
3. How might VAM change which teachers
elect to, or are permitted to, stay in
teaching.
cautious position that the jury is still out on
how the quality of the teacher workforce

and levels of knowledge and skills, there is
a real risk that those teachers and schools
working with the most challenging students
in the most challenging contexts, as well
as those whose students are among the
most capable, and those who eschew
2015). A likely behavioural response – and
indeed completely rational within the VAM
regime – is that the use of VAM might further
discourage teachers from working in highneed schools or with high-need students
(Jiang et al. 2015; Johnson 2015).
Moreover, an overemphasis on VAM
scores might shift the focus away from
the actual achievement gaps in the raw
attainment scores between privileged and
disadvantaged student groups, rich and
poor, or between ethnic and language
groups. The very context-sensitivity of VAM
could thus end up disguising the notion of
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VAM, blame-avoidance and defensive education

(...) there is a real risk that those
teachers and schools working with
the most challenging students in the
most challenging contexts, as well as
those whose students are among the
most capable, and those who eschew
teaching to the test, are identified as
the less capable ones
Like the education sector, health care has
Like the education sector, health care has
in some locations become excessively
subjected to metrics and measurements.
Wachter (2016) points out that while nobody
is arguing that professionals should not be
held accountable, the focus on numbers has
gone too far. Trying to forge education and
health care in the mould of business and
enterprise in the ways quality is measured
block the very altruism that motivates people
to become professionals in the health and

professionals in the education and health
sectors attempt to put themselves in a
position where they cannot be blamed for
service organisations with the increased
emphasis on prescribed evidence-based
routines are forced towards a hyperdefensiveness to avoid blame professionally,
politically, and publicly?

#VAMboozled
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might look to that other large public policy
sector, the health sector, for signs of what
VAM could contribute to in the longer term.

Hood argues that the paradigm case
of defensive medicine which has been
around in the US for circa 40 years can
also be observed in the education sector
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or expelling students and parents believed
to cause problems when following the
standard best practice protocols. Assurance
behaviour includes the rolling out of
elaborate testing regimes so that evidence
of educational progress is always at hand to
counter charges of falling standards. These
forms of behaviour combine to degrade
educational objectives to the defensive
exercise of blame-avoidance. Stripped of

any progressive notion, defensive education
is centred on rigid adherence to standard
best practice protocols which is deemed far
less risky than trying to make the most of the
actual group of students and the capabilities
pp.126-128).
There has not yet been undertaken any
empirical research on defensive education
such research appears relevant and timely
due to the instability and unpredictability of
VAM scores, combined with their political
and media appeal. VAM increases the
importance of blame-avoidance and being
highly probable that teachers and school
leaders would stick to conservative decisions
this will get them safely through high-stakes
assessment and evaluation procedures.
questionable evaluation practices related to
VAM in the US represent a protocolization
which Hood argues furthers the
defensiveness of public policy provision. The
policy procedure of protocolization is meant
to give due diligence protection to individuals
and organisations in the event of blame or
liability (Hood 2011, pp.112-113; see also
protocols). This is what a group of Florida
in 2013 on the grounds of being evaluated
based on students whom they do not teach
and validity issues with VAM models
currently used in state and district evaluation
policies had given rise to 15 lawsuits across
The notions of defensive education and
(2011) critique that contemporary trends in
global education reform might undermine
system innovation in the longer term. This
hypothesis appears perfectly reasonable
in the context of VAM. VAM models do not
deliver valid and reliable results that can
be used for innovation or development,
individually or systemically. Successful
education reform takes clear visions,
dedication, and patience. With its short-term
perspective and noise, VAM hinders such
processes to unfold.

Out of touch: VAM sidelines educators
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teacher evaluation is seen as “something done

In short, the world of
defensive education
is one in which
rigid adherence to
standard best practice
protocols is far less
risky than bespoke
responses

accountability where teachers’ professional
learning is nurtured?”
mode of production that de-professionalises
teachers and de-politicises their work, VAM
is clearly an example of something done to
teachers. VAM is out of touch with educators,
and educators are out of touch with VAM.
The core issue underlying the debate on
VAM concerns our concepts of quality in
education, how it is to be measured, and
who are involved in setting the measurement
criteria.

unfounded assertions underpinning the
policy instrument continue to be propagated
and too often accepted without challenge,
“fostering a sort of VAM echo chamber
that seems impenetrable by even the most
rigorous and trustworthy empirical evidence”
p.1).

debate, it does so on a misleading basis.
Moreover, the complexity of VAM models
excludes and disempowers the vast majority
from that debate, including those, who
pay taxes, work in or send their children to
schools. Most education researchers are also
excluded from understanding VAM.
VAM involves a particularly detrimental outlook
on the role of teachers and school leaders as
decries the distance between VAM researchers
and the lived experience of people engaged in
education. Her comments can be taken further
when considering the political implications of
school and teacher evaluation frameworks
based on sophisticated statistical models that
only a selected few can operate, understand
and explain.
From the perspective of the teaching
those committed to a scope of professional
autonomy and expertise that ever more
complex models comprehended by fewer
and fewer people are being developed
while politicians and researchers either do
not understand them or ignore the serious
The use of VAM as a policy instrument
and teachers, reducing teaching and learning
to yet another subset of social engineering
in a technocratic and utopian quest for
1973, p.158; Stevenson and Wood 2013).

VAM does not produce substantial
information that can be used for system-level
improvement or for identifying relevant areas
of professional development. Moreover,
information on how VAM scores are
calculated, error margins and limitations, is
generally not available to administrators and
teachers in accessible formats (Hollowayto remain mysterious and incomprehensible
et al. 2015), captured by the remark from a

“I do what I do every year. I teach
the way I teach every year. [My]
first year got me pats on the back.
[My] second year got me kicked in
the backside. And for year three
my scores were off the charts. I
got a huge bonus. … What did I do
differently? I have no clue.”
p.134) is likely to be right in her assessment
even further if they knew how much error is
associated with VAM.
Finally, the incorporation of VAM scores into
evaluation frameworks might lead larger
framework, they were concerned about the
implementation, their concerns turned to
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dissatisfaction with the overall framework.
their evaluation relied too heavily on student
growth, and half of them felt that the test
data were not an accurate measure of their
There are calls for moderation in the use
of VAM as a policy instrument, with the
scores being one component in a more
comprehensive use of educator or program
evaluations. The argument goes that other
measures of practice and student outcomes
should always be integrated into judgments

has been referenced in this paper, one
question needs to be asked:
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2015; ASA 2014). However, on the basis of

test scores has its place as a component
in evaluation frameworks of schools and
teachers at school, district or system level.
Where evaluation frameworks are based
on professional standards, classroom
observations, curriculum development,
and a wide range of factors associated
with teaching and teacher perspectives,
such comprehensive and developmentoriented methods are able to provide
valuable information for school and system
commitment of educators and their unions
are best gained when they are taking part
in the conception of teacher-appraisal
arrangements, policies and criteria (Figazzolo
2013).

However, on the basis of the body of
referenced in this paper, one question needs
to be asked:
any place as a
component in school and teacher evaluation
frameworks?

to reconcile VAM with comprehensive,
development-oriented evaluation
frameworks.

One question
needs to be asked:
Do VAM scores have any
place as a component
in school and teacher
evaluation frameworks?

VAM market-making in low and middle income countries

#VAMboozled

The debate on VAM has so far centred
become an industry. There is money to be
made and jobs to be created, in state and
local bureaucracies, research institutions,
schools, charities, foundations, consultancies,

pp. 55, 61).

As a case in point, the most widely used VAM

amount of criticism raised towards VAM

by the major analytic software company SAS
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a proprietary model under exclusive legal
rights of the operators to US states and

While other high-income countries remain
cautious towards the use of VAM, there
are troubling indications that VAM might
be promoted in low and middle income

an egregious perspective that calls for
monitoring and documentation by educators
and researchers.
Yet, given the global prominence of

2015). We should note that it was the original
TVAAS model, later to be rebranded SAS®

and the current trends of increasing
commercialisation and privatisation in and
of education, the promotion and imposition

of VAM in low and middle income countries
is hardly surprising. There is a big potential

its enhanced focus on the measurement
of learning might add momentum to these
developments.

for data monitoring (ARK, 2015b, 2015c). ARK
has also run VAM trials in Uganda. The model
their VAM pilot study so convincing that they
recommend scaling the use of this model
up to strengthen the school accountability
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2015).

entrepreneurs could be large well-known

chain ARK which is currently opening schools
development of school information systems

While other high-income countries
remain cautious towards the use of
VAM, there are troubling indications
that VAM might be promoted in low
and middle income countries.

Conclusion: VAM and the politics of distraction
education research and policy has over the
decades become an institutional regime,
developed and entrenched by research
in place by a wide range of policy-makers
and researchers, the regime continues
education, creating a sort of self-reinforcing
bounded rationality based on a belief in
progress through measurement, rational

cannot just be rolled back or dismantled.
VAM constitutes a frontier for the school
correspond so little with the messy
complexity of social reality that the use of
such principles violate our sense of fairness
and views of what education ought to be (see
table 2).
hollow out the meaning of education as an
individual pursuit and collective good.
on the basic propositions of the school
complexity that it relies on.
The use of VAM as a policy instrument in
the education sector started out being
VAM is incorporated into market-based
accountability systems, there is a real
risk that the quest for raising standards

According to the proponents of VAM, the
policy instrument should make education
research suggests that VAM due to ever

term thinking, in stark contrast to the general
consensus that wide-ranging educational
reform requires time, dedication and that
educators are on board.
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The critique of VAM is overwhelming. The
policy instrument leads to predictable
frustrations for all stakeholders, with
recriminations that further undermine the
prospects for real, sustainable improvements
So, why are policy-makers holding on to this
biased and divisive policy instrument and

of its performance by managing incentives
for teachers, school leaders, students and
parents.
helps to distract from factors external to
the system. The exposure of allegedly failing
schools and teachers disguise that the most
serious challenges to ensuring educational
opportunities are related to poverty and
disadvantage, issues beyond the control of

policies on public services;
• identify well performing or
underperforming institutions and public
servants;
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monitoring in public services serves three
purposes:

For politicians and senior government
administrators, VAM is the perfect lever for
both blame-avoidance and distraction. The

• public accountability of Ministers for
their stewardship of the public services.
focused on the second purpose. This is
a useful entry point for synthesising the
research evidence presented in this paper.
been taken furthest in two political entities
with some of the highest levels of inequality
the idea that VAM furthers blame-avoidance
and a defensive degrading of education,
we might associate VAM with a politics of
distraction.

constitutes a convenient solution for
legislators and policy-makers as the system
logic ensures that there are always new
winners and losers of schools and teachers
that can be used for setting policy agendas
and gaining media and public attention, while
keeping any notion of public accountability at
a safe distance.
Finally, we might see it as the hallmark of the
politics of distraction and blame-avoidance
that VAM scores are wholly self-referential.
They do not explain anything or tell how
improvement is possible. VAM is therefore
highly useful as a policy lever to keep
the spin going while appeasing parents
(the voters) and nurturing their customer
behaviour, albeit on a misleading basis.

#VAMboozled

VAM is the perfect lever
for both blame-avoidance
and distraction
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Comments and Suggestions
This is intended to be a discussion paper.
comments or suggestions about how it
works or might work in your context, or you
just want to contribute to thedebate please
do not hesitate to get in touch.
research@ei-ie.org
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